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Gasoline Price Synchronization in US Based on Complex Networks
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Abstract: This paper introduces the slipping window method providing a new way to analyze the multidimensional time series by complex networks. The novel method divides the time series into a list of data
windows. Then a correlation coefficient matrix is formed for each window to reveal the relation of different
variables represented by nodes in the network. The further derived adjacent matrix directly illustrates whether
one node is linked to others. This paper also finds the computing burden of slipping window method gets
biggest when the window length is equal to the half length of time series. Then, this method is utilized to
study the gasoline price synchronization in US. The monthly gasoline prices of 23 regions in US make up a
multidimensional time series, which is converted into a list of networks by slipping window method in this
paper. The topology evolution of networks clearly demonstrates the interaction of different regions in the
market. It can be concluded that the lowest average degree of Los Angeles pulls down the overall gasoline
price synchronization of US. Besides from Apr. 2009 to Dec. 2010, the synchronization level undergoes
a dramatic reduction and dose not restore to the historical highest level in the following time. Finally, the
robustness of slipping window method is analyzed for the possibility of data abnormally modified during the
collection. The result shows the price synchronization evolution dose not experience a severe change when
some data are modified.
Keywords: Multidimensional time series; Gasoline price; Synchronization; Complex networks; Slipping
window

1

Introduction

The analysis of energy market is now a valuable topic in the society[1–3]. This paper selects the monthly gasoline price
of different regions in US as the subject to study the energy market interaction. The historical data of target regions make
up a multidimensional time series in essence. In the previous studies, ARMIA and LDS are often adopted to analyze
the multidimensional time series[4–6]. These methods can restore the missed data and predict the future data based on
accurate models. But they cant explore the system topology in a broad view[7].
Many researchers have been trying to study time series by the theory of complex networks and abundant achievements
are published[8–19]. In these publications, the Conversion of Pseudoperiodic Time Series[8–11], Visible Graph[12–16],
Reconstruction of Phase Space[17, 18] and Coarse Grain Method[19] have caught much attention. They are successfully
applied in the energy market, gold price and stock analysis. But papers [8–19] generally focuses on 1-D time series,
which means there is only one variable in the system. Actually, one system usually consists of multiple variables and
they interact with each other. So its important to find a new way to convert the multidimensional time series into complex
networks and then analyze the system topology.
In this article, the slipping window method is introduced to study the multidimensional time series by complex networks. This method mainly consists of two steps: window partition and network construction. The further explanations of
slipping window method is introduced in-depth in paper [7]. But furthermore, this article also investigates the influence of
window parameters on the network construction and finally derives an expression to calculate the window length, which
can both decrease the calculation burden and reserve enough system information. Then this article studies the gasoline
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price synchronization of different regions in US by slipping window method. The lowest average degree of Los Angeles
pulls down the overall gasoline price synchronization of US. From Apr. 2009 to Dec. 2010, the synchronization level
undergoes a dramatic reduction and can not restore to the historical highest level in the following time. Furthermore, to
explain the robustness of this method, this article also demonstrates the system topology information of original data and
modified data. It can be found the price synchronization evolution dose not undergo a severe change when some data are
wrongly collected.

2

Slipping window method

This paper studies the monthly gasoline prices of Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Texas,
Washington, California, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami FL, San Francisco and Seattle
ranging from Jun. 2003 to Jan. 2018. These data make up a multidimensional time series, which has 176 rows and 18
columns. Fig. 1 partially plots the monthly gasoline prices of Colorado, New York, California and Denver.

Figure 1: Historical gasoline prices
To convert the M × N (M =176,N =18) time series into complex networks, a window with its width equal to N and
length to L should be first defined. Then the correlation coefficient matrix CN ×N and adjacent matrix CN ×N corresponding to the window can be computed by (1) and (2).
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the element in AN ×N . When the slipping window method is adopted to
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describe the price synchronization, each target region can be considered as a node in the complex network. When Aij is
1, it means there is an edge between regions i and j. When Aij is 0, there is no edge between regions i and j. Based on
each AN ×N , a complex network can be created. rc is the threshold and it can be gained in (3).
rc =

N ∑
N
∑

(t)

|Cij |/(N × N )

(3)

i=1 j=1

To reserve the system dynamics, the step size l is equal to one in this paper. Now, it is necessary to find the optimal L to
get a list of networks. For the determined l and L, the number of networks can be calculated in (4). Then the computing
burden of this approach is dominantly affected by the times of expression (1) being called, which can be calculated in (5).
T =

M −L
+1
l

COU N T = T × L

(4)
(5)

Substituting (4) into (5) we can get (6).
T =−
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(6)

So, COU N T is a quadratic function of L for a constant l and gets its highest value when L satisfies (7).
L=
Usually,
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l

+1
2
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(7)

is much greater than 1, so (7) can be simplified into (8).
L=

M
2

(8)

From (8), the biggest calculating burden is not related to l and it always gets biggest when L is equal to M
2 . Besides, L
should be less than to increase the number of windows to better illustrate the dynamic interaction of different variables
according to (4). So L should be selected during the range of [1, M
2 ). But notably, if the L is too small, the data contained
M
in each window will decrease severely. So, L is set to be 4 , i.e. 44, in this article. Substituting M =176, L=44 and l=1
into (4), there are 133 networks in total. Fig. 2 and Fig.3 plot the networks during Jun. 2003 - Jan. 2007 and Mar. 2012
- Oct. 2015 respectively. It can be seen the network topology varies with time. This can be explained as the variation of
gasoline price synchronization. Section 3 will make a further explanation of the system topology.

Figure 2: Network during Jun. 2003 - Jan. 2007

Figure 3: Network during Mar. 2012 - Oct. 2015
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Gasoline price synchronization

The node degree is a very important property of the complex network, which is defined as the number of neighbors for
one node. The degree of each node can be understood as the importance of the single region in the price synchronization.
Then the average node degree can be calculated by (9).
⟨k (t) ⟩ =

N
1 ∑ (t)
k
N i=1 i

(9)

(t)

ki is the degree for node i in network N W (t) . In this paper, the average degree can be interpreted as the synchronization
level of gasoline prices in US. Fig. 4 plots the average degree of all the selected regions. The highest average degree
of Federal reflects the its importance in the gasoline price synchronization of US. In contrast, the average degree of Los
Angeles tops the least. In fact, Los Angeles pulls down the gasoline price synchronization of US. Fig. 5 compares the
degree evolution of Federal and Los Angeles. In network N W (10) , the degree of Los Angele is only one-third that of
Federal. Starting from N W (70) , the degrees of Los Angeles and Federal both decreases. But, the degree of Federal begins
to rise and gets close to the highest value. While, the degree of Los Angeles keeps at the lowest value from N W (80) to
N W (133) .

Figure 4: Average degree of each region

Figure 5: Degrees of Federal and Los Angeles

Fig. 5 shows the average node degrees of all networks remaining stably around the biggest value from network N W (1)
to N W (70) . This reflects a high level of price synchronization in US. But from N W (70) to N W (90) , the average node
degrees undergo a huge reduction, which means the gasoline price synchronization in US decreases severely too. In
Dec. 2010, the synchronization reaches the lowest level. Then from N W (90) to N W (120) , the synchronization level rises
continuously and restores to the historical average level represented by the red line in Fig.6. However, the average degree
dose not reach its historical highest value and conversely there is a clear reduction in the following time till Jan. 2018. This
is caused by the regions with constantly low degree such as Los Angeles as discussed in Fig.5. So, it can be concluded
the gasoline price synchronization of regions in US may further drops in the near future. In practice, some data may get
wrong in the collection, copy and transferring. So this article investigates the robustness of this method by changing the
gasoline prices of Colorado in Jun. 2003, Aug. 2005, Dec. 2007, Sept. 2014 and Dec. 2017 to 3 together. The original
prices are 1.513, 2.482, 2.925, 3.625 and 2.561 respectively. Fig. 7 compares the original average degrees and modified
average degrees.It reveals that the difference between the two results can be ignored. So it can be concluded the slipping
window method is robust when some data are changed in the collection.

4

Conclusions

This paper focuses on the slipping window method, which can analyze the multidimensional time series by complex
networks. Different from the previous study, this paper further derives an expression for the calculation of window length.
The optimized parameter can both reduce the computing burden and increase the number of networks so as to reserve
enough system dynamics. Based on this method, this paper studies the gasoline price synchronization of different regions
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Figure 6: Average degree of all regions

Figure 7: Robustness

in US. The results show that. Finally, the method proves to be robust enough when some data get wrong. So it will not
cause much damage on the policy making.
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